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OECD work on Open Government
AREAS OF WORK

Open
government &
open state
Civic space
Public
communications
for open
government

Innovative
Citizen
Participation

Highlighted in the
recommendation of the
Council on Open Government
Integral element of
countries’ move towards
openness across all
branches of the state

Transparency &
Accountability
Open and Innovative
Government Division (OIG)

What does a representative deliberative process entail?
Reflecting societal
diversity
Small,
representative
group

Tasked with
developing
recommendations to
a public problem

Access to broad
and diverse
information

Deliberation
Weighing arguments
and considering
different
perspectives

Finding
common
ground

Public authority
COLLECTIVE
INFORMED
RECOMMENDATIONS

Three
criteria for
a case
study to be
included in
OECD
report:

1. Representativeness: Participants
randomly selected &
demographically stratified
2. Deliberation: Requires time –
operationalised as a minimum 1 full
day of face-to-face meetings

3. Impact: Commissioned by a
public authority

Why representativeness and deliberation?
1.

Better policy outcomes because
deliberation results in public
judgements rather than public
opinions.

2.

Greater legitimacy to make hard
choices.

3.

Enhance public trust in government
and democratic institutions by
giving citizens an effective role in
public decision making.

4.

Signal civic respect and empower
citizens.

5.

Make governance more inclusive
by opening the door to more
representative groups of people.

6.

Strengthen integrity and prevent
corruption by ensuring that groups
and individuals with money and
power cannot have undue
influence on a public decision.

7.

Help counteract polarisation and
disinformation.

Types of problems that
deliberative processes are wellsuited to address:
• Values-based dilemmas
• Complex problems that require trade-offs
• Long-term questions

The
“deliberative
wave” has
been building
since the
1980s,
gaining
momentum
since 2010
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Number of representative
deliberative processes per year,
1986 – October 2019

Notes: n=282; Data for OECD countries is based on 18 OECD countries that were members in 2019 plus the
European Union. Processes that spanned over multiple years are noted by the year of their completion(except
for permanent ongoing processes).
Source: OECD Database of Representative Deliberative Processes and Institutions (2020).

Representative
deliberative
processes are
most frequently
complemented
by open
submissions,
surveys, and
public
consultations
Frequency of different types of stakeholder
participation processes used in conjunction
with representative deliberative processes
for public decision making, 1996-2019
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Note: Data is from 106 deliberative processes in 15 OECD countries (Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada,
Denmark, Estonia, France, Germany, Ireland, Japan, Netherlands, Poland, Korea, Spain, and United
Kingdom) plus the European Union, between 1996 and 2019.
Source: OECD Database of Representative Deliberative Processes and Institutions(2020).
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Public communication &
representative deliberative processes
Can increase opportunities for public
learning & debate

Can help ensure a smooth deliberative
process & encourage greater participation

By extensive coverage of the process:
evidence presented to the participants

By making an active effort to reach a wide
range of citizens to increase awareness of the
process and its purpose, design, methodology,
recruitment details, experts,
recommendations, the authority’s response,
and implementation follow-up

can help increase the public’s
understanding of the issue in question and
provide basis for informed public debate

Good Practice Principles for Deliberative Processes
for Public Decision Making
7. Group
deliberation

2. Accountability
Good
Practice
Principles

5. Inclusiveness
3. Transparency

1. Purpose

10. Privacy
8. Time
11. Evaluation

6. Information
4. Representativeness

9. Integrity
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